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Meshing Theatrical and Festival Music: Sukeroku Taiko

Oguchi Daihachi and Ōsuwa Daiko may have been the ones to start the contemporary
taiko performance movement, but others have had just as important a role in the
development of the art form. Even as Ōsuwa Daiko rode a wave of popularity stemming
from its appearance on television and at the Tokyo Olympics to help spread greater
awareness of their style of kumidaiko performance, another group was emerging in
Tokyo that would have a large impact on contemporary taiko performance. Sukeroku
Taiko, founded in the late 1960s, brought taiko into a professional context, performing at
clubs and cabarets a unique style of drumming that mixed festival and theatrical
drumming styles in a different manner than Ōsuwa Daiko.

The roots of Sukeroku Taiko are in Tokyo-style bon daiko, unique partially for its use of
slanted stands called naname-dai (“slanted stands) that place the drum at an angle
(Figure 8). Using this visual base, drummers in post-World War II Tokyo began to add
more and more choreographic elements while also placing a greater emphasis on
improvised rhythmic patterns while accompanying bon odori.

The prominence of the drummer at Obon celebrations in Tokyo, particularly in the
residential area surrounding the Sumida River, grew so prominent that bon daiko
competitions began to be held in the early 1960s. Several winners of these bon daiko
competitions came together to form a bon daiko appreciation society called the Ōedo
Sukeroku Kai, named after a kabuki character called Sukeroku, who was believed to be
the epitome of a person from the this area. In 1966, one member of the Ōedo Sukeroku
Kai, Ishizuka Yutaka, saw an advertisement calling for drummers to join a new
drumming group at a club called Crown. Ishizuka responded and was chosen as the
featured solo drummer in a dance show. He then asked the organizer if he could invite
friends from the Ōedo Sukeroku Kai—Kobayashi Seido, Onozato Ganei, and Ishikura
Yoshihisa—to join him in the performances. Together, they formed the group Shin On
Taiko (“New Sound Taiko”) and began performing at Crown.

Shin On Taiko members based their initial performance repertoire on their bon daiko
experiences; one early piece, “Midare Uchi,” was essentially a series of extended bon
daiko improvisations. They then added performance techniques and compositional style
drawn from local festival music (the first two pieces seen in Video 4 below were
modeled after festival music).
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Building upon this festival foundation, the member’s performance techniques were soon
enhanced through hōgaku techniques learned in lessons with Kineya Sasazō, a
musician in charge of hōgaku drumming at the National Theater. Through these
lessons, members came to combine their festival drumming experience with
performance techniques drawn from hōgaku music of kabuki and nō (such as specific
hitting techniques for the shime-daiko and the use of stylized vocal gestures called
kakegoe). This development would continue even after Shin On Daiko disbanded due to
a lack of funds and reformed as Sukeroku Taiko; members continued to refine their
performance techniques, bringing together festival and theatrical drumming elements in
a style now known as the Sukeroku style of taiko performance.

As Sukeroku Taiko were developing the musical side of their performance style by
combining festival and theatrical drumming techniques, they also continued the visual
experimentation they began as bon daiko performers, culminating with the creation in
the late 1960s of a piece entitled “Nidan Uchi” (“Hitting Two Sides,” seen in Video 5
below). Born out of necessity when they needed a work that would look good in a hall
where performers were surrounded by the audience, “Nidan Uchi” utilizes a
medium-sized nagadō-daiko on a naname-dai and a large ō-daiko on a stand that sets it
at eye-level, positioned in such a way that a performer can hit both drums at the same
time (hence the reference to “two sides” in the title). Performers then combined the
visual experimentation of Tokyo-style bon daiko with certain choreographic elements
taken from Korean drum dances, adding these elements to a rhythmic framework based
on festival rhythms from the island of Hachijō south of Tokyo. This piece would later be
expanded into a new version called “Yodan Uchi” (“Hitting Four Sides”) that added
another nagadō-daiko to the other side of the ō-daiko, allowing for two soloists to
perform at the same time (a variation of which is seen at the end of Video 4).

“Nidan Uchi” added a new visual element to the Sukeroku style of contemporary taiko,
resulting in a complex mode of performance that integrated a wide variety of musical
and choreographic elements in a professional environment. Indeed, the professional
status of Sukeroku Taiko is worth noting, as it differed from the amateur approach taken
by Ōsuwa Daiko. Sukeroku Taiko was the first professional taiko group in Japan,
working as a musical group for hire. Just as Oguchi Daihachi helped spread the Ōsuwa
Daiko form of taiko through performances at festivals and on television (yet focusing
most of the group’s attention of local festival performance), the exposure gained through
the acceptance of a wide variety of contracted gigs helped the Sukeroku Taiko style of
performance gain in popularity across the Tokyo region.



The group would continue to gain momentum both artistically and in terms of
performance opportunities in the 1970s, but this came at a number of costs. Sukeroku
Taiko went bankrupt once in the early 1970s, having expanded its performance
schedule too aggressively. Meanwhile, founding members Ishizuka Yutaka and Onozato
Ganei eventually decided to commit to the study of hōgaku, building upon the initial
foundation provided in lessons by Kineya Sasazō. They received the hōgaku natori
(performance names) Mochizuki Saburo and Tosha Kiyonari, respectively, and stopped
performing regularly with Sukeroku Taiko. This chain of events led a split within the
group: founding member Kobayashi Seido formed a new group, Ōedo Sukeroku Taiko,
while Imaizumi Yukata, a young bon daiko champion who had joined the group shortly
after its founding, formed a new version of Sukeroku Taiko (often differentiated from the
previous group by using the variant name Sukeroku Daiko). Both group continue to
perform to those day, allowing the Sukeroku style of contemporary taiko to grow from
something used by a single group to a large style of performance that continues to
evolve.

Contemporary Taiko on the Concert Stage: Ondekoza and Kodō

The professional activities of Sukeroku Taiko, combining festival and theatrical
compositional and performance practices with assorted visual influences, helped to
create a different style of taiko performance from that used by Ōsuwa Daiko, and
together these two groups helped to push forward the burgeoning art form of
contemporary taiko performance, demonstrating that an ensemble comprised entirely of
taiko could be a viable form of entertainment. They paved the way for what would
arguably become the most well known taiko ensembles not just in Japan but around the
world: Ondekoza and Kodō. Ondekoza was founded in the early 1970s by Den
Tagayasu, an academic who had been struck by the decline of regional performance
traditions across Japan. A follower of the writings of Mao Zedong, who believed that
farming communities were the source of a country’s artistic energy, Den felt inspired to
change the degradation he saw in local arts he encountered when traveling across
Japan. He invited students, artists, and scholars to an event on Sado Island, an island
off the west cost of Honshū historically used as a prison for political exiles. At the event,
Den proposed the creation of an artists’ village on Sado where people could learn about
folk arts; to this end, they would create a taiko group—named Ondekoza after the
ondeko (“demon drumming”) style of festival drumming on Sado—that would tour the
world to raise funds and built awareness for this proposed retreat.



Several students present at this meeting decided to join Den on his venture, and the
group settled on Sado to begin training. However, Ondekoza developed in a manner
different from preceding groups like Ōsuwa Daiko and Sukeroku Taiko: while those
groups drew largely from the festival (and theatrical) styles of their immediate region,
Ondekoza members set out to create a pan-Japanese style of performance. Artists from
across Japan were invited to Sado to teach music, dance, and other assorted arts; the
music learned by Ondekoza members included not just drumming, but assorted melodic
instruments as well, and both folk and classical styles. Members then took these arts
and arranged them for stage performance to be presented in concert venues around the
world.

One such regional drumming style that was arranged in this fashion was Chichibu
yatai-bayashi, festival music from the town of Chichibu, Saitama Prefecture (northwest
of Tokyo). Originally music played on fue, atarigane, and a single nagadō-daiko in a
small room on a large float that accompanied mikoshi on their processions. Ondekoza
members expanded the instrumentation to feature multiple drums, arranging them on
stage and adapted performance techniques in such a manner that emphasized the
physicality of the drumming—and indeed, the drumming itself—and put to the
background the fue melodies. Additionally, as the members had trouble with some
elements of the drumming (owing partially to the fact that most Ondekoza members had
no prior musical experience), they altered the rhythmic feel of the piece to make it
easier to grasp. Further, the original Chichibu yatai-bayashi music is quasi-improvised; it
is up to the performer to draw from a group of different rhythms and use them as they
wish. Ondekoza members, however, took these quasi-improvised patterns and arranged
them in a pre-determined order, creating a quasi-arrangement called “Yatai-bayashi”
(Video 6). This arrangement was connected to the original festival music from Chichibu
through performance practice and the basic rhythmic patterns, but it had a different feel
and a different presentation style that marked it as a unique creation of Ondekoza.

Ondekoza members did not only arrange regional performance styles for the stage, as
was the case with “Yatai-bayashi,” but they also developed original works and
techniques for use in concerts. This process included the development by member
Hayashi Eitetsu of an original performance technique for ō-daiko—requested by Den
after the group received a gift of a drum several feet in diameter—in which the drummer
faces the drum (traditionally, a drummer would stand parallel to an ō-daiko and hit by
moving the arms across the body) (Figure 9). This new style of ō-daiko performance,
exemplified in an extended improvised called simply “Ō-daiko,” would have a major
impact on the growth of contemporary taiko performance, causing emerging and
existing groups to add the performance style to their repertoire; for example, Ōedo
Sukeroku Taiko members wrote a piece entitled “Edo no kaze” (“Wind of Edo”) that
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featured extended improvisations on a larger ō-daiko played using the techniques
developed by Ondekoza members.

Even as Ondekoza members created new performance practices, they also worked to
broaden the musical contexts in which taiko are used. Moving beyond the folk and
theatrical elements that were the traditional realms of taiko, which guided the
development of Ōsuwa Daiko and Sukeroku Taiko’s repertoire, Ondekoza members
collaborated with composers of Western art music to create new compositions that
utilizes taiko in different ways. At the center of this initiative was “Monochrome,” a piece
written by Berlin-based composer Ishii Maki utilizing minimalistic and aleatoric music
compositional techniques from Western art music. “Monochrome” helped pave the way
for a new mode of taiko performance not reliant on festival or theatrical music,
broadening the scope of contemporary taiko performance.

Kodō

By the late 1970s, a gap began to emerge between Den Tagayasu and the members of
Ondekoza. To the members, Den appeared to be more interested in a series of
documentaries about the group than about the original goal of revitalizing traditional arts
and creating an artists’ university. Eventually, the members made the decision to part
from Den. Following a confrontation, he left for Nagasaki and took the group’s drums
with him, forming a new version of Ondekoza. The original members, meanwhile,
remained on Sado, acquired new drums, and formed a new group called Kodō
(combining characters for “children” and “drum,” in an effort to reflect the idea of the
sound of the taiko being similar to the heartbeat within a mother’s womb, drawing upon
stories they had heard of children falling asleep at Ondekoza concerts).

Kodō members continued many of the same practices they had previously pursued as
Ondekoza: integrating regional performance styles into new and arranged pieces for
concert performance, and working in collaboration with composers to create original
taiko works. Among the regional styles they helped make famous as they toured around
the world was one from the island of Miyake used during the Gozu Tennō Matsuri,
rearranged in the piece “Miyake” (Figure 10).

Additionally, Kodō members were influential in helping make popular the use of katsugi
okedō-daiko in contemporary taiko performance. Drawing upon performance techniques
and basic carrying styles used in a festival drumming and dance from Iwate Prefecture
called shishi odori (“Deer Dance,” named so because the drummers accompany
dancers dressed like deer, or shishi), performers combined these elements with
different playing techniques taken from Korean p’ungmul, a drumming genre that also
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uses carried drums. The result was a hybrid drumming style that allowed for a visually
dynamic performance, often as players quickly play on both sides of the drum. This new
performance style was utilized in a number of new compositions, including “Irodori,”
composed in 1990 by Leonard Eto (Video 7).

Building upon the foundation laid as Ondekoza, Kodō members continued to tour
around the world, become perhaps the most popular and well-known contemporary
taiko group. As they continued to evolve musically, the group also worked towards the
original mission of making Sado Island a hub of artistic activity: they founded a cultural
foundation to support their social and non-profit activities (Kodō Cultural Foundation),
began a yearly music festival (Earth Celebration, held every August), and built a taiko
school (the Sado Island Taiko Centre).

In many ways, Ondekoza and Kodō were the culmination of the initiatives begun by
Ōsuwa Daiko and Sukeroku Taiko. Like the groups that came before, they combined a
wide variety of performance styles, but on a different scale, mixing folk, theatrical, and
art music styles from across Japan in arrangements and original pieces meant for the
concert stage. The difference in scale was not only in terms of musical context, but also
in terms of activities; through regular touring around the world, the groups’ names
became synonymous with taiko performance.

Solo Taiko Performance

Even as groups like Kodō continued to explore new directions in group taiko
performance in the 1980s, a new mode of playing taiko also emerged—solo
performance. Soloists had been influential in the development of contemporary taiko
performance from the very beginning, of course. Ōsuwa Daiko performances routinely
featured Oguchi Daihachi on a set of drums organized in a manner similar to a Western
drum set, and Sukeroku Taiko often included in their works extended periods of
individual improvisation. Meanwhile, Ondekoza highlighted individual performance in the
extended improvisation of “Ō-daiko.” However, all these individual expressions occurred
within a group context; in the 1980s, individuals began to leave the group setting and
set out on their own, a natural extension perhaps of how contemporary taiko was
developing.

The first prominent taiko soloist was Hayashi Eitetsu, a founding member of Ondekoza
who was responsible for many of the group’s artistic initiatives. For example, he was a
major player in the arranging of “Yatai-bayashi,” and he created the new ō-daiko hitting
style showcased in “Ō-daiko.” However, in the early-1980s he decided to break away
and set out on his own at the same time that Kodō was beginning its own activities.



Hayashi continued exploring the ō-daiko style he created as a member of Ondekoza
when working in a solo context, exploring both technical and musical concepts that
would work as an individual; additionally, he continued to develop the taiko set first
created by Oguchi Daihachi, and routinely engaged in collaborative activities with artists
outside the taiko world. He brought taiko into performance situations that would have
before been unheard of due to the drums’ primary usage in an ensemble context. As a
soloist, Hayashi has been able to work with and in a wider variety of artistic settings
(Video 8).

With his solo work, Hayashi paved the way for many others to set out as taiko soloists.
Like him, these new soloists often came from existing taiko ensemble; for example,
Kenny Endo from Ōedo Sukeroku Taiko, and Leonard Eto from Kodō. While
collaborative activities by these artists have been particular influential, they have also
had an effect on the original ensemble taiko world from which they came: most soloists
have founded supporting taiko groups as both teaching and performance tools, thus
allowing solo and group activities to inform each other and help the world of
contemporary taiko performance to continue to grow.

Conclusion

Contemporary taiko performance has changed dramatically in just six decades. Where
in the mid-1950s an ensemble made entirely of taiko unheard of, now it is a common
occurrence. Most cities in Japan have their own taiko group, performing both
arrangements of local drumming styles and original compositions. Japanese groups
regularly embark on world tours, helping to not only introduce new audiences to taiko
performance but also to inspire others to take up the art form. Meanwhile, more and
more soloists have emerged out of the group context to explore new performance
practices and settings.

The groups and artists discussed in this essay represent just a fraction of the number of
taiko performers in Japan, and yet they are perhaps the primary influences on the
still-developing performance art. Oguchi Daihachi and Ōsuwa Daiko started the
contemporary taiko movement, and their activities led many others to start their own
groups; their legacy can also be felt via the presence of the Nippon Taiko Foundation, a
non-profit organization dedicated to the promotion of taiko. Oguchi Daihachi was a
major player in the creation of this organization, and a 2006 taiko performance
instruction book published by the organization was based in part on an earlier manual
published by Ōsuwa Daiko.



Sukeroku Taiko, meanwhile, was influential not only because of member’s exploration of
taiko performance in a professional setting, but also through their integration of festival
and theatrical drumming practices. Even after the group split in the 1980s, its influence
continues to be felt. For example, the Sukeroku style is taught by founding member
Tosha Kiyonari at his school the Nihon Taiko Dojo, founded in Tokyo in 1993.
Meanwhile, many Sukeroku-influenced groups are active in Tokyo and across Japan.
Beyond the aforementioned Ōedo Sukeroku Taiko, other professional Sukeroku-style
taiko groups in the Tokyo region include Amanojaku, Sukeroku Daiko, and Bachiatari, all
directly connected to Sukeroku Taiko through teaching lineage.

While Ōsuwa Daiko and Sukeroku Taiko had a regional focus, Ondekoza and Kodo
have approach contemporary taiko both on a national and international level. Through
the efforts of these groups, audiences have been introduced to a wide range of regional
Japanese drumming styles, but they have also been exposed to a variety of
explorations of different ways in which the taiko can be used. Even as the two groups
have become synonymous with contemporary taiko in the minds of audiences around
the world, they have continued to seek out new performance venues and new modes of
expression.

It is this exploration that in turn fostered the emergence of solo taiko performance.
Artists like Hayashi Eitetsu continue to pursue a different mode of performance using
taiko, connected to its group roots yet present in a variety of musical settings. From a
single drum on a stage, to work in collaboration with large ensembles both Western and
non-Western, taiko soloists are pushing the envelope for taiko performance, helping it to
move in new musical directions.

Such is the current state of contemporary taiko performance: performers continue to
explore the many different ways that Japanese taiko drums can be used. Coming of
festival and theatrical settings, taiko can now be found in concert halls, clubs, and a
multitude of other venues. Contemporary taiko performance continues to grow, limited
only by the musical imagination of those that hit the drum.
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